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ABSTRACT

The red-sided garter snake, Thamnophi-s siy,taLis paz,ietalis,
approaches the northern limit of its rangie in the rnterla_ke

of Manitoba, canada" Although the climate ís exLreme and
variable, Èhe species is abundant in this reqion" The
main objective of thís study wa.s to explain this abundance
in ecological terms.
Denning populations of T. sirtaLis are la.rge, but
susceptible to great fluctuation in size. population
decl-ines may occur beca-use of reproductive failure in
response to poor rn¡eaLher condj-tions, rather than because

of variable survivorship of adults. Growth of juvenile
snakes is sufficiently rapid that first reproduction usually
takes place in the second year of life.
Reproductive
potential is apparently higher than in more southerry
populations, although considera.bre r-oss of potential
may take pla-ce during

gestation. rt is suggested that
T, sdz'taLis resembles ð.n "¡*selected" species throughout
its rangie and that Èhe characteristics of such species are
parÈicularly well-developed in the rnt.erlake populations.
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TNTRODUCTION

The climate in the Interlake region of Manitoba is

a

distinctly rigorous one for a reptile, the long winter
resulting in a ver)¡ short growing sea'son during r^¡hich
daily variations in temperature may be quite severe. The
red.-sided garter snake, Thamnophís siz'talis payietaLis,
approaches the northern limit of its distribution in this
area (Fig" 1) " The short grovring season is apparently
reflected in the annual cycle of these snakes " Six or more
months of the year are spent in hibernation and only a-bout
three seem to be spent a.\^/ay from hibernacula (Gregory ' L97L) .
In more southerly areas, the gror.'uing season is longer
(Carpentero 1952a; Platt, L970\ "

Despite this, ?. sirtaLís appears to be a ver]¡ abundant
species in the Interlake, although large fluctuations in
population size seem to take place. Young snakes are
rarely seen, but the adults are parLicularly evident in

spring and fall because of their habit of overwintering
in large communal aggregations at traditional hibernacula
or dens" The snakes are active in the vicinity of the
dens for aS much as one and one*half or tl.¡o monLhs each
spring and fatl. These den populations may number ín the
thousands in some cases (Gregorl', L97L) " This impression

Fig" I

of North America showing
distribution of Thamnophis sirtalis
a-nd study area in Manitoba.
Dotted line indicates ranse of
T. siv,taLis and shaded area
range of subspecies paz,ietaLís
(after Fitch, ]-9652 504).

Map
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is further reinforced at these times of year
b)t the mass migrations that the snal<es undertake when
dispersing to marshes in the sunìmer and returning in the
fall" Neither such large overwint.ering populations nor
such large-scale movements are known for the sarne species
at lower latitudes"
of

abund.ance

These consideraÈions suggest that the Interlake

red-sided garter snake populations might represent a
system for the study of ecological adaptation to a northern
and nearly limiting environment. The relative wealth of
literature (Carpentero L952b; Fitch, 1965; platt, l-g70)
concerning the ecology of the species further south

provides a suitable basis for comparison. Also, the presence
of large, virtually non-interchanging populations at
discrete denning areas (Gregory, I97I) affords a unique
opportunitlz to investigate in d.etail the longr-term
population dynamics of this species" The following
questions r,vere of particular interest in this study:

1" Do population sizes fluctuate as greatllz as appears
to be the case? This has often been felt to be a
characteristic of northern animal populations but
it may well apply to T" siz,talis in general (r'itch,
1965; P1att, 1970) . Do any cha.nges in survivorship,
fecundity, and sex or age composition accompany such

fluctuations and what might be their causes?
2" Are grovrth, fecundíty, and age of first reproduction
comparable r,vith those of more southerly populations?
Are such differences as might occur related to differences
in reproductive strategies of the kinds sholrzn for
lizards (rinfle , 1969", Tinkle et o"L o 1970) ?
3" Does reproduct,ion in indivídual females follow a cycle
of tv¡o or more years as is the case for many species
of snakes inhabiting high alt.itude or latitude
localities (Rahn , 1942; St" Girons , L957 ¡ Prestt, 1971) ?
In addition to answering the above guestions, a furLher
objective of this study was to gather information concerning
various aspects of the previously uninvestigated summer
phase of the annual cycle of this species in the Interl-ake"
The main points of interest \^iere distances and direction
of summer dispersal and food habits"

MATERTALS AND METHODS

A.

THE STUDY AREA

This study vras carried out in the fnterl-ake region
of Manitoba, in an area centred around the tOwn of fnr¡ood-,
about 71 km. northwest of Ì,riinnipeg (nig" 1). This is
the same study site as descrj-bed in Greç¡ory (1971).
The area consists of a system of alternating linear
ridges and. depressions oriented in a northr'vest-southeast
direct.ion. The depressions are mainly occupied by marshes
(rig" 2\, with small lakes or pond.s in the middle of the
la.rger marshes. The rid.ges are forested and consist of
fissured limestone ouLcrop which often slumps into
subterranean caves forming "sinks'o and providing access
underground" T" sirtaLis uses these sinks as dens"
Intuood lies on one of the more southerly of these
ridges. The area immediately around the tor¡n is dotted
with hibernacula of varying sizes (rig" 3), several of
Lhese apparently having been used for many years. An
example of such a hibernaculum, and the one which has been
studied most intensivellz, is den one (Fig" 3). This den
consists of a large, oval-shaped limestone sink about 20 m"
in length b1z 12 m" wide and 3 m" deep (Fig " 4) " The bottom
of this bowl-like depression is well-fissured and littered
r¡/ith broken-up pieces of roclc.

Fig. 2

Photograph of typical

Interlake

"

marsh in

Fig"

3

Map

of Inwood area showing

distribution

of known dens"
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Fig" 4

photograph of den one.

The extreme climate prevalent a-t this latitude in

Manitoba is indicated by meteorological records for the

city of Winnipeg¿ r,rhich has slightly míld.er rnrêather
(Weir, 1960) " In the years from L969 to 1972 inclusive,
the greatest number of consecutj-ve days free of killing
frost (i.e. air temperature S -1.4oC.) was L37 days and
in L969 this period was only 95 days " The longest frost*
free period in those four years was 109 days" In addition,
the variation in air temperature both within and among
days is very great, even during the sufirmer (Fig" 5)"
The percentage of possible sunshine is high during the
summer and annual precipitation is generally l-ow (Fiq. 5).

10

Fig" 5

T¡rinnipeg weather record.s

for

1972"
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}{ETHODS

Every sprinq and fall from autumn 1969 to spring

1973

i-nclusive, samples of snakes v/ere taken by hand from den
one on an almost daily basis " Each previously uncaught
snake was sexed, measured (snout-vent length, S-V) to the
nearest five tnm., and individuatly marked by removing
subcaudal scutes after the method of Blanchard and Finster
(f933) , using the code described in Gregory (1971) " All
recaptures \^/ere noted and. measured. Analysis of population
sLructure v/as based on the size frequency d_istributions
obtained for each sex. Avera"g'e lengths \^rere calculated
for ind.ividuals measured more than once in a given fall or
spring" Separation into size groups representative of
different age classes was attempted by means of the method
of Cassie (1954).
Two methods making

use of the marked snakes

t^/ere

chosen to assess the sizes of the denning populations.

separate estimates hiere made for each sex. simple petersen

indices (nobson and Regiero 1968) of the number of snakes
entering the den every fall \^7ere calculated by considering
each fall as a marking period and the subsequent spring
as a recapturing period. The use of this estimator \^ras
possíble because there was no recruitment between sampling
times

"

L2

The mul-tiple-recapLure Jolly (1965) model allor,ving

both death and recruitment v¡as al-so used since the number
of successive sampling periods (eight) and the sample
sizes obtainable appeared sufficìently large that meaningful
estimates could be expected, ât least for the males" In
addition to providing estimat.es of both spring and fal1
population sizes, the Jolly model- also alIov's the calcul-ation

of estimates of survivorship betrreen sampling periods
and their variances. The possible problem of unequal
catchability due to some animals sr¡¡itching from den to den
in different years was assessed by calculating the percentage
den*fidelity of marked snakes caught. at a-11 dens one summer
or more after original marking as in Gregory (1971)
Unequal catchability of marked animals at den one r¡¡as
tested usi-ng the method of Leslie (1958)
Growth was analyzed on the basis of the increase in
snout-vent length shor.n¡n by marked snakes found at dens in
two successive overwintering perJ-ods " Since all the
snakes at dens are adults (Gregory, L977) and since a
definite age in years could be attached to only a few
individuals o the Vüalford (l-946 ) type of analysis was
employed" Growth rates among years \^rere compared by analysis
of covariance"
"

"

l_3

Estimates of potential fecundity in denníng populations
were obtained in rg72 and Lg73 by taking samples of female
snakes from the vicinity of fnlüood and measuring the lengths

of all the ova in their ovaries to the nearest 0"1 mm.;
no snakes were taken from den one. These data viere then
broken int.o size groups by probability paper analysis
(Cassie, L954) and estimates of number of mature eggs
per size of female \^iere obtained. These figures were
checked for accuracy by comparj-ng the sizes of the remaining
ova with those of i¡nmaÈure eggs left in the ovaries of
femal-es that had ovulated l-ater in the spring. Reproductive
potentials in the two years !\rere compared by analysis of
covariance.

Realized fecundity !üas calculated. by correl_ating the
number of mature eggs ovulated (as indicated by the number

of ovulat.ion scars in the ovaries) with the nu¡nber of
apparently viable young í,n utez'o " These data \¡/ere taken
from fema-les in advanced stages of gestation in the summer
of L972. Additional information was obtained from gravid
females kept in an outdoor enclosure at the university
of Manitoba in the summer of rg72 and allowed to give
birth in the laboratory before being sacrificed. The young
of these snakes r,rere measured (s-v length to nearest mm. )
and sexed by dissectj-on.

L4

Females dissected throuqhout

the active season of 1972
and during the spring of l-973 vüere checked for presence of
copulatory plugs in their cloacae and sperm in their
oviducts to d.etermine if they had recently mated. Examination
of the reproductive tract. also all-owed determinations of
times of ovulation, stages of embryonic development (Zeihr,
1962), and times of birth. Females with obvious signs of
recent gestatÍon (ovulation scars, uterine scars) were
examined in 1972 and the spring of L973 in order to compare
the state of development. of their reproductive tracts
with previously non-gravid females and thcrclrrz rloto.rnine
whether annual breeding takes p1ace"

In order to complement the sLudy of reproduction in
females, males v/ere also collected throughout the active
season of 7972" These were checked for presence of sperm
in each testís, epididymis, and vas deferens and a plot
was mad.e of mgm" testes/mm" S-V length vs. time, for the
entire period, after the method of Fox (L952 o l-gï4)
Information on distances and directions of summer dispersal
was obtained bv driving roads and. searching marshes up to
20 km" in all directions from rnivood during the summers
of r97r and L972 " Most unmarked snakes caught vüere measured
"

and marked and recaptures noted and measured" Reciprocal

information, in the form of

summer-marked snakes overwinterinq

t5

at dens around. rnr^¡oodr \,vâs also obtained" Most snakes caught
and marked during both suInmers \^zere palpated and forced to
regurgit.ate their stomach contents " This technj-gue allowed
a frequency-of-occurrence type of food analysis. It was
also occasionally used on snakes cauqht at dens.

16

RESULTS

A"

SUMMER ECOLOGY

i " Dispersal
Information on distance and direction of dispersal
from dens in summer \^ras obtained from a total of 26 marked
snakes, including both live and dead specimens, found in
L977 and 1972" Twenty of these were snakes originally
marked at dens and recovered in the summer while the remaining
six were summer-marked. and recovered in the Inwood area
during denning periods. Three animals in thís second group
I¡Iere not caught. at actual dens (Ao B, C in Fig. 6) " On
the basis of capture history, 16 of the remaining 23 snakes
were animals from den one" five vlere from den twoo and one
each \^zere from den four north and south.
fn all but. four instances, these snakes hlere recovered
in the summer or denning period immediately follorving last
capture" The other fouro all den-marked snakes, \,^/ere
recovered during the second summer folloi,ving marking" One
male r,vas recorded in the denning periods both immediately
before and after its sunìmer capture"
All of the recorded movements \,rere in a southerly
direction from the Inivood area" The shortest straight-line
movement vüas measured at approxima-tellz 4 "3 km" and the
longest at about 17 "7 km" ; the a-verage distance moved lvas

L7

Fig. 6

Distances and directions
of snakes from fnrvood

of dispersal

dens

"

" indicat.e den of origin;
unnumbered individuals are

Nos

from den one" Snakes Ao B,

C

are from points A, B, C to north"

Legend
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about L0"7 km" (S.n" = 0"73) " No differences in distance
or direction of movement \^rere noted amons months or betv¡een

sexes" These resul-tso lumped for both years, are summarized
in Figure 6
Road-counts of dispersing and returning snakes v¡ere
occasionally made in spring and fall in the Inwood area.
tr{ost \^Iere made on east-west roads since these seemed to
be most heavily used by t.he snakes. fn spring, it was
noted that virtually all snakes were moving south, whereas
in faIl al-l were moving north" The relatively few snakes
seen on north-south roads were not very consistent in the
directíons in which they were moving"
"

l_a

"

Food

During two summers of this studyu a total of 1059
stomach examinations \^iere made: 598 in L97r and 46L in 1972"
Most of these yielded no stomach contents. rn those stomachs

that did contain food, every anuran species occurring in
the Interlake was represented along with a variety of other
vertebrates and invertebrates " The wood frog (Rana sgLuatica)
was by far the most frequently recorded food item" Although
most snakes with food in their stomachs contained a sinql-e
prey item on1y, individuals containing two or more food
items were occasionally found" These resul-ts are summarized
in Figures 7 and B and Tabl-e I"

T9

Fig" 7

Freguencv of occurrence of food types
Eound in snakes in sulnmer Lg7I"
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A"

of instances of snakes containins more than
individual of a particul-ar prey type

Number

one

Size of Group

TypeofPrey
Tadpoles
RanasyluaticaB4l
Leeches
Pseudaey.is trì,seriata

2

1
I

3

4

1
I

5
1

36
1

1

Rana pipiens

Sparrow Chicks

l
J

plus one snake with several snails
unidentifiable vertebrate remains
B.

Number
nrô\7
Ì,*-J9J.yv

of instances of snakes containins more than

and

one

J-rzna

Type of

Prey

Vert"
Remains Slug

Rana

syLoati,ca

Anuran

remains
Snails

1

Invert. CaterRemains pillar Leech
I

3

1

I

I

HyLa

uey,síeoLot,.
1

1

plus one snake with a wood frog, a leech,
a tadpole

and

¿¿

No differences in foods taken were found betrn¡een snakes

of different sj-zeso although the chorus frog (Pseudacri,s
tz.t seni.ata) occurred only in snakes with a snout-vent
Iength of 500 mm" or less" No attempt was made to measure
size of prey for correlation with size of snake. The types
of food eaten b1z the tu¡o sexes \^Iere similar and no fs¡nnnr:l
pattern of prey species taken ivas evident, nor was there
any dif ference between the tr¡¡o years " The percentage of
stomachs containing food was highest. in early to midsummer with a gradual decline in late suñtmer (fiq. 9)"
Females that were obviously gravid showed a consistently
greater proportion of empty stomachs than did the remaj-nd.er
of the population, and this proportion declined to zero
earlier in this group (rig" 9B) . Other fema1es and males
showed no differences.
During this study , 307 stomach examinations v,lere made
at den one: 92 in fall 197L, 37 in spring L972, and l7B in
fall L972" Only five of theseu all from snakes captured
from August 28 to September 7 inclusive in L972, yielded
stomach contents. Three snakes contained a rn¡ood frog each,
one of them in company i,uith a lady beetle (Coleoptera)
one contained unidentifiable anuran remains, and the fifth
contained totall-v unidentifiable remains.
o
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Fig" 9

Percentage of snake stomachs containing

food throughout. sunmer.
A. AII- snakes except obviously
gravid females"
B" Obviously gravid females"
All points placed at mid-points
of time intervals"
sample sizes
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GROI4TTH

Annual growth \¡/as measured through the use of increments

of snout-vent lengths of individual marked snakes found at
dens in the Inrr¡ood area in two successive overwinterinq
seasons " In the case of the males o the time intervals
used were falI-to-fall
and spring-to-springn the former
being chosen where both were available for a given snake
in a particular year" This was done to minimize the
effects on the growth analysis of the gror,.rth spurt which
seemed. to take place in spring shortly after emergence"
This growth was detected through the repeated capture of
individual sna.kes at den one in spring; the increase in
length was sometimes as much as 20 mm" and appeared to be
the onlv part of the annual groroth occurring at the den
sites. In the case of f emal-es, for which many fewer data
were obtained, this phenomenon was ignored and the time
interval considered was ovenn¡intering period-to-overwintering
period. except where the preferred intervals ruere available.
fn all instances, the figures used \^rere averages of all
the times the particular animal was measured in a given
spring or fal1"
A total of 368 such growth measurements were obtained
for mal-es: 1-82 for L970t L4B for Ig7I, and 38 for 1972"
Only 18 in all rr¡ere obtained for females: 13 o three, and
tr,vo for I970, L977 and 1972 respectively. Several individuals
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contributed to more than one year through repeated annual
recaptures " The data r^rere plotted in the form Lt*l r=. Lt
(L = S-V length in rnm" , t = year) and the linear
regressions of Lt*l on La were calculated along with the
952 confidence limits about their means " These plots
are shown in Figure 10. The confidence belts are missing

for females in L97L and L972 since n in the first case, the
nearly perfect correlation of the three points resulted
in misleadingly narrow confidence limits and, in the
second caseo only two points were available"
Comparisons of growth rates \^iere attempted by applying
the analysis of covariance to the regiressions for each
sex separately" The L972 data for the females were not
used in this analysís" In the case of the males, one of
the assumpt.ions for the analysis of covariance, that of
homogeneity of within-group variances, was not satisfied,
Bartlett¡s chi-square being barely significant at the 0"05
level. The differences among the adjusted means of the
three groups were, hov/ever, highly significant (p <0"01),
suggesting that the lines \,\iere probably different"

Bartlettls
chi-square also indicated significant heterogeneity of
within-group variances (p = 0.01) for the femaleso invalidating
the analysis"

¿6

Fig"

10

Vüalford plots of growth of both

sexes for L970, Ig7I, and L972"
Dots indicate measurements of
femal-es; shaded areas are

g5Z

confidence belts about means
of regressions. F - fall,
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C.

POPULATTON CHARACTERISTTCS

i"

Population Dynamics

a" Tests of Assumptions
There are four assumptions for the use of
mark*recapture methods for estimating population sizes:
1" All animalso marked and unmarked, have the same chance
of being caught in any sa-mple.
2" Al-l- animals, marked and unmarked, are subject to the
same survival rate"
3. All animals that leave the population do so permanently"
4" The marked animals disperse completely in the population
between the time of release and the time of the nexE
sampl-e

"

In the use of certain estimators, such as the Petersen
i-ndex, a fifth assumption is that there is no recruitment
betrveen original marking and recapturing. This was discussed
in the Methods section"
Not. all of these assumptions are testable, but most
can be assessed at least indirectly" Assumption fouro
which is really a corollary of assumption one, is almost
certainly satisfied in this situatj-on since the area over
which the sampled population is dispersed (i"e" the den)
is smal1. Recently marked animals have been captured at
all parts of the den" Assumpt.ion tr,¿o is also lÍkely to
be satisfied because the population being dealt with is all
adult (Gregory u I97 1) and differential survival rates in

2B

animal populations usually occur between adults and lzoung
rather than amonq mature age groups. The mark itself

not cause a differential survival rate since it is
inconspicuous and does not appear to impair the snakes in
shoul-d

any way (Gregory, 797I)

"

Assumption three is also a corollary of assumption one

in that animals which temporaríry leave the population
are uncatchabLe during their absence" Tf they leave
permanently, they essenLially add to the mortality figures.
During the course of this studyu 610 instances were recorded
of male snakes returning to dens in the rnu¡ood area in
denning periods subseguent to the one in v¡hich they v/ere
ori-ginally marked" Of these, 586 (96"1A) represented.
returns to the den of origin" fn the case of femaleso the
equivalent figures \^/ere 30 and 29 (96 "72) " No animals vTere
recorded as switching from one den to another and then
switching back again. Assumption three has almost certainlv
been satisfied in this instance.
rt is obviously not possible to make a complete test
of the valid.ity of assumption one since the catchability of
uncaught animals cannot be assessed. Leslieus (1958) testo
however, can be used to test for equal catcha.bility of marked

animals on the basis of individual capture histories over
the whole experiment. Dr. A" N" Arnason of the computer
science Department of this universitv performed this test

on

)q

my data and found

that catchability of males varied by not
more than aloout 25? of the mean" Carothers (1973) feels
that equal catchability is unattainable in natural populations,
but the degree of variability obtained in this study ís
not considered ad.equate to invalidate the use of mark.recapture methods as a means of estimating popuration size.
Leslieus test could not be done on the female data because
they were so few in number"
b" Population Size and Survivorship Estimates
The Jol1y (1965) model was applied to the male
data from den one" rt r,vas not possible to do this for the
females because of the small sampre sizes obtained, due to
their low probability of capture in spring (Gregory, J.}TL)
The recruitment estimates CÊ* I which it is possible to
carculate from the Jotly model !^/ere not made since å- is
not generally considered to be a verlz accurate estimator.
Petersen estimates of the sizes of the populations entering
Èhe den each fall were made for both sexes. All of these
results are shown in Table II.
The population at den one apparently dropped from a
high level in L969-70 to about half that size for the
nexL two winters. The estimates for Lg72-73 are of little
value since the standard errors associated i¿ith t.hem are
"
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very 1arge, probably because of the smar1 varues of ,r*r,r"
ti, and R- (Table II)" Survivorship of the males was
fairly =i*irrt in all years and for the sunmer and winter
periods within each year. Again, the final estimate is a
poor one.

Figure 11 shows the changes in the male population
graphically" The g5z confid.ence limits shown are assymetrical
because they are calculat.ed on the basis of the estimated
sta-nd.ard error ot r/Ñ which is more normally distributed
^
(nicker, 1958) " The estimated standard error of
than N
is Æñ,l_añl
(Arnason, pers.
comm.

) and in the petersen /n
'"i+1ri"'i+1

"i+1 oL,/oi

(nicker, 1958) , using the notation of Jol11z (1965)

l_+J

"

ii"

Population Structure
Figures 72 and 13 show the size frequency distributions
of animals measured at den one d.uring the eight sampling

periods of this study. rn each caseo the animals shown
are only those measured. in regular sampling for the purpose
of population size estimation and they are grouped into

intervals of ten mm. S-V length.
The degree of overlap of size classes \^ras found to be
very greato particularly in the highly variable females"
Attempted separation using the method of cassi-e (rgsa) was
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Fig" 11

in numbers tÑl of male
snakes at den one from fall- l-969
to fa11 1972"

Changes

Enclosed areas represent annual

population changes on a fall-tofall- basis" Vertical lines are
952 confidence limiLs about
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Fig" 12

Size frequency distributions of
male snakes at den one from fall
l-969 to sprinq L973"
Animals grouped into intervals
of 10 rTtm" S-V lenqth"
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Size fresuency distributions of
female snakes at den one from

fall 1969 to spring L973"
Animals grouped. into intervals
of 10 mm. S-V lenqth"
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found to be unsatisfactorlz" Only the young'esto or second-year
age group (Gregory, L97L) could be separated out in each

case, and only in the males was it very clear" The mean
size of the youngest males v¡as about 440-450 mm. S-V length
and of the youngest females about 520-530 mm. The
second-year snakes constituted the dominant age-group in each
instance except for the fall of 1-970 and spring of I97I.
Sex ratios of the denning populations v;ere calculated
for each autumn" This was accomplished by using the
Petersen estimates for each sex" Standard- errors of the
ratios obtained were estimated by applying the population
estimates and. their variances to the formula for variarrce
of a ratio given by Overman and Clark (1960: p" 109).
The male: female ratios were 2"042I (S"n. = 0"74), 1.89:1
(s"n. = 0.94), 1.64:1 (s.n. = 0.56), and 5.38:1 (S"S. = 3.40)

for L969, 1970, 197I, and 1972 respectively"
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D.

REPRODUCTION TN FEMALES

i " Potential Fecundity
Potential fecundity for the year of 1972 was
estimated from dissections of 64 female snakes collected
in ]ate April and May from roads within three km" of
ïnr¡6e¿ and from dens throughout the entire spring.

Reproductive potentia-l for 1973 was assessed on the basis
of 40 females from dens i-n the fall of Lg72 and 20 from
dens in t.he sprinoof L973. other female snakes $reïe
found in the vicinity of rnwood during the fall_ of Lg72,

but r felt that as lonq as snakes were not found at actual
dens at this time of year, the possibility of further
development remained and their reproductive potential
might not be properly assessed. These snakes \^/ere
therefore not included in the forlowing analysis.
In both years, smaller females tended to be
non-reproductive (Tab1e TII) " potentially reproductive
females \^/ere generally those thaÈ contained ova g:reater
than three Lo four mm. in length. Agreement was good
between separations of egg size groups based on frequency
analysis and conclusions reached from dissections of females
that had ovurated later in 1972. very rarge females
tended to have larger ova in both immature and mat.ure
categories than did smaller snal<es. ovarian eggs were
generally white a.nd ellíptical in shape.
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Of the 94 potentially reproductive females collected'
89 were completely examined: 53 in spring 1972, 26 in fall
1972, and ten in spring L973" The falI L972 and spring
L973 samples v¡ere combined for the purpose of estimating
reproductive potential for L973" Potential l:rood size
was plotted against snout-vent length of female for both

high in both cases. In
comparing the two resultant straiqht line regressions, the
assumptions of the analysis of covariance were completely
sa-tisfied, but the difference between the adjusted means
of the two groups lvas just significant at p - 0"05" The
two lines with the 952 confidence bands about their means
are shown in Figure 14"
Of the 64 female snakes in the 7972 spring sample,
24 were obt.ained from roads. These females v/ere presumably
dispersing from dens for the summer" Of the 24, 16 shorved
evidence of recent mating in the form of live sperm in
one or both oviducts" AIl 16 lvere judged to be potentially
reproductive on the basis of the examination of their
ovaries " Of the other eight animals, none of which showed
any evidence of recent mating at all, four appeared to
contain mature ova. In addition to the snakes from the
denning area, seven more females, all captured in the
presumed sutnmer habitat, were dissected during the month
of Mav in 1972. Four of these were sexuallrz maLur:e and
years and the correlation

i,rias

Fig" L4

Regressions of poLenLial brood size

on size of female for females
overwintering just prior to L972
and l-973 breedinq seasons"
Shaded areas represent 952

confidence bands about
of regressions"
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had mated, while the other three were not in reproductive

condition and had apparent.l-v not mated" The distributions
of sizes of all the animal-s in the mated a-nd non-mated
categories are shown in Figure 15.
ii"

Development of Young and Realized Fecundity

In 1972, ovulation

wa_s

first

observed to have

occurred in a female collected at a den on May 17

and

dissected on May 24 " It was next observed in a single female
on June I and was commonly seen to have occurred from
June 16 on" Ovulated- eggs

shape,

a-nd much

\i\7ere

yolk1z, somewhat round in

largrer than the normal_ ovarian eggs.

One

snake dissect,ed in June of 1972 had mature ovarian eggs

containing yolk but had not yet ovulated"
of eggs ín oviducts

r,rzas

The appearance

simultaneous with the appearance

of fleshy yellow ovulation scars in the ovaries.
The very earl-y stages of embryonic development

not distinquished in this study and females bearing

rr¡ere

enubryos

at these stages v/ere simpllz noted a-s having ovulated"
Females with embryos uzel-l enough advanced that their

of development coul-d be readily identified
in samples on June

stages

began appearing

" All gravid females \^rere caught in
summer areas, and none in the Inwood area. The earliest
L7

births recorded were on about July 28 when five broods
were produced lcy females in tz,ansít from the field

to the

4I

Fig" 15

Distribution of potentialllz
renrorìrrr--l-ì r¡e and nÕn-rerrrod.uctive

individ.uals in mated and non-mated
categories of díspersing females
in sprinq L972"
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laboratorv" Births continued welr into septembero but all
of these \^/ere from females that had been kept. in laboratory
conditions since the end of Jury. post.-partum females first
began appearing in the summeï areas on August

9

"

Figure 16 shows the embryonic dever-opment of these
animals based on findings from dissections of 47 femal-es.
The stages shown are those of Zehr (L962) and the dates

are generally those when the animals \^rere dissected except
in instances where the snakes \,vere killed and frozen shortry
after capture. where exact dates hrere not Jcnown, the
mid-point of the time interval over ivhich the event must
have occurred was used. post-partum females are shoivn
in this figure only if they were captured away from the
denning area.

Realized fecundity was lower than potential fecundity,
particularly in smaller females. Most gravid females had
fewer eggs in their oviducts than ovulation scars in their

ovaries and it was apparent that eggs from the right ovary
often entered the left oviduct and. uice ueï,sa.. rn many
cases' eggs seemed to fail to develop at all in uteroo
or small, malformed. embryos accompanied other normal-looking
embryos.

The regression of numleer of apparently normal voung. on
number of ovulation scaïs was calculated for 16 female

snakes from the summer of LTTZ (f:_g. 17). The correlation
was very high. All of these were snakes dissected in
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Fig" 16

Embryonic development and times of

birth in female snakes from
r972

summer

"

o

= snakes caught in sunìmer areas
|| =
^-*¿;--^ specl_mens "
- capEl-ve
I

" indicate sample sizes
greater than one.
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Fig" 17

Regression of number of normal
young on number of ovulation

scars for femal_es from sulnmeï L972 "
Shaded area represents g5Z
confidence band about mean of
regression.
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¿+3

various stages of mid-gestation" Snakes which had just
given birth were not used since there appeared to be some
disintegraLion of ovulation scars by this time, and although
the presence of some of them could be detected, I did not
feel that a reliable counL of them could be made.
Twenty-tr¡o female snakes used in this study gave
birth in 1972. Three broods \^Iere born in improperly
closed containers and some of the youngi snakes escaped,
making these litters of l-ittle value for sex ratio
d.eterminaLions " Another f ive broods vTere born in tz'ansi,t
such that three of them r¡zere mixed together in one contailner
and the other two in another. The remaining L4 \^/ere all
born in individual containers and complete examination
could be made of them" In most cases, a number of apparently
normal young were born dead; this nurruber rn¡as quite variable
and some of these young \¡¿ere in poor condition" several
litters contained as many as three deformed young, all of
¡,vhich were also born dead. The mean number of normal
young, both live and dead, of the 14 complete and separate
broods was 16"43 (s"u" = 1"54), larger litters tending to
come from larger females (Fig" lBA) " For comparative
purposes o the dotted line in Figure 18.A represents the
theoretical regression of brood size on size of female
for females in spring L972" This line is an extrapolation
of data for t.972 presented in Figure L4 based on the known
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Fig"

1B

Ä

Regression of brood. size on size of

females for females from suilrmer L972
and theoretical regression for

denning females ín spring I973"

P,

Solid line and dots represent
sutnmer females, dotted line
spring females.
Averag,e size of young in brood
vs. size of female"
Vertical lines are t 1 S"E"
about mean. Nos" represent
sample síze"
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loss of reproduct.ive potential during gestation (Fig. f7).
The total sex ratio of the five litters born in
tz,ansit was 57 &dz 54 99 plus one unsexed" Tab1e fV
summarizes the resul-ts of the sex ratio determination
performed on the 14 intact broods using the method for
estimation of proportions in cluster sampling (Cochran,
1963 z 64
67) " All the normal-looking young \^rere used
in this analysis except for one unsexed animal"
Ninety-one mal-es and 9I females from the L4 litters
\^Iere measured. The averag,e snout-vent length of the mares
v/as 154"88 mm. (S"n" = 1"15) and- of the females 154"00
(S"8" = 1"03) " A t-test on the means of the two groì-lps
revealed no significant difference beLween them. Larger
young tended to come from larger females (fig" lBB), but
the correlation was not hiqh"
ii.

Reproductive Cycle

It was not possible to trace the development of
the femare reprod.uctive tract in this study. Females in all
states of reproductive readiness \¡rere found in all months
Even in June, the immed.iately post-dispersal part of the
year, apparently mature but unmated females \^rere found
away from dens" It was not knownu however, how long ago
these snakes had diispersed from their dens and how much
growth had taken place in that. time.
"
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Sex ratios of L4 intact broods from summer of 1972

Table IV:

and estimate of proportion tpl of males in total
sample

Litter

with estímated standard error.
No" Normal Young

No.

oW

No. ??

X.

Y.

I

26

15

11

2

20

11

9

3

25

9

16+ 1

t7

6

11

5

1B

6

I2

6

9

3

6

7

7

5

2

B

13

7

6

9

10

6

4

10

2I

9

L2

11

18

9

9

L2

L7

I

9

13

13

5

I

T4

15

B

7

229

r07

L22

I

il

Pdú

=

14

4
\'
L

\7
LI

l_

='o'/rr, =

l- 'l-

i--1

sln"

No"

unsexed

o'4672

i=1

rôl

0280

n (n*1) X
where

11

=

L4

[Cochran o 1963:"64-67)

"
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Mating in these snakes was most evident at dens in
spring in the form of mating "balls" (Gregory, I97L)and

generally covered a period of a month to a month and
a half. Twenty-seven femaleso however, hrere caught in
late suilrmer or fall of 1972 containing sperm in their
oviducts. In all cases but one (a post-partum female)
the ovaries \^7ere in reproductive or near-reproductive
condition. Fourteen snakes bore totally non-motile sperm
and about half of the sperm complement of another one \^ias
non-motiIe" fn all other cases, and in the spring
examinations, the sperm all seemed to be complet.ely motile.
Other information bearing on late summer mating came from
snakes with copulatory plugs " Two snakes caught in August of
I97I possessed these as did one of the females containing
sperm in August, of 1972
Quantitative fat body measurements \^iere not made in
this studyo but it was observed that potentially reproductive
females generally had large amounts of fat covering the
abdominal viscera ventrallyo r.vhile immediately post-partum
or immature females had little or no fat"
Fourteen post-partum females were examined: 13 in
late summer and fall of L972 and one in spring 1973" In
general o there appeared to be a direct relationship between
reproductive read.iness and condition of the fat body"
Three of the post-partum females v¡ere judged to be
"
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reproductive, tr,vo of them having large fat bodies " The
thírd had a relatively small fat body, but also had a
correspondingly low reproductive potentia-l (three mature
" The remaining eleven post-partum females were all
non-reprod.uctive at the time of examination and only
one had a large fat body, although the fat body appeared
to be somewhat enlarged in two. Three individuars caught.
in early August had ova apparently approaching maturity.
Post-partum females a.ccounted for five of the six nonreproducti-ve females in the 501 650 mm" interval shown
in the totals column of Table III"
ova)
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E"

REPRODUCTION TN MALES

A total sample of 118 mare snakes \^ias examined in rg72"
Most of the animals collected in spring and early summer

a den in v¡hich emergence and dispersal \,vere
particularly late" No attempt v¡as made to collect already
dispersed males until all den activity had ceased. Den
came from

samples \^/ere again taken when snakes began returning to

hibernacula in late sunmer.
Total weight of testes per snout-vent length of animal
\das low in springo rising to a Level amost four times that
of spring by mid-July (fig. 19)" Thereafter, testís

weight declined gradually until it again reached the sprinq
leve1 by September"
For each of testis, epididymis, and vas deferens,
the average number containing sperm per animal was calculated
for each sample day (fig" 20) " Most animals had no sperm
in their testes during spring, but the averag:e number of
tesLes containing spenn per animal rose gradually throuqh
the second half of June and in July" Throughout August,
most mal-es had sperm in both testes.

This was more or less
coincident with the decline in the ratio of weight of testes
Èo length of ani-maI. By fall, most mares had no sperm in
eit,her testis "
The epididymis was often difficult

to locate precisely
and the resultant picture is not clear. Figure 20 indicates
that sperm i^rere most commonly found in the epididymis at
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Fig" 19

of testes/S-v length of
animal for males throughout active
season of 1972"
All points are means for particular
sample d-y; vertical lines are t I
S.E" about mean" Nos" indicate
sample sizes greater than one.
Triangles = snakes caught at dens;
circles = snakes caught elsewhere.
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Fig"

20

of organs/animal
containing sperm for testes,

Averag,e number

epididymes o and. vasa deferentia

from males caught. in suilìmer 1972"

T" = testis, E. = epidid.ymisu
and V"D. = vas deferens" Other
symbols and sample sizes same
as in Fig. 19"
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(i"e. August)

"

The snakes tended to ha-ve sperm in their epididymes fairly

frequently in spring and fal1 and less so in early summer.
Almost all vasa deferentia examined in spring and falI
contained. sperm, but this averagie dropped durinq early

rising again !'ihen sperm also lcecame coiltmon in the
testes in August.
sunìmeru

As in the case of several females which had mated in
late summer or fall- of 1972, some of the males collected
at this time of ]zear also contained non-motile sperm in
their reproductive tracts

"
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DISCUSSION

A"

SUMMER ECOLOGY

i"

Dispersal
The results of this study concerning dírection of

dispersal of snakes from dens are at varíance rtzith
my previous results (Gregory, L97L) " In that study,
direction of dispersal was assessed on the basis of
distributions of cat.ches of snakes returning to dens in
faIl in traps placed in a ring around den one. It was
tentat.ively concluded on this basis that dispersal in
both sexes vias of a random nature" This is obviously not
the case" The strong correlation between directions of
movements of snakes on roads in spring and fa1l and the
distribution of recaptures indicates that these animals
move south for the summer, returning north aqain in the
falI. The incorrect conclusions reached in the earlier
sÈudy may have been due to the fa-ct that the traps urere
placed Loo close to the den to give any valid. indication
of direction of dispersal.
Little information is available in the literature
regard.ing directed movements of snakes, although the
work of Hirth et aL (1969) nith three species of snakes
in utah indicates fairly strong directional orientation
in each" The significance of the directed movements of
summer
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T. stv,taLis in the fnterlake of Manitoba is unclear,
particularly when one considers that many large marshes
inhabited by snakes are closer to, but in other directions
from, fnivood"
Summer dispersal in the fnterlal<e populations is also
noteworthy because of the very large distances involved"

Fitch (1965) found that males of T. sì,r,taLis in Kansas
moved an averagie of 1745 feet (about 532 metres) and
females 1138 feet (about 347 metres) between their suÍrmer
habitat and hibernacula" Studies of other species of snakes
(Fitch , 1960, 1963 ¡ HLrt]n et aL, L969; Prestt , l-97I)
have shown that distances as great as those recorded here
are rare, although Hirth et aL reported the movement of
one whipsnake (Masticophis) over a distance of at l-east
16 " B kii-ometres from one d.en to another d.uring the course
of one summer, ô{-har cnaaiss (Platt, 1969) apparently
hibernate in or very near their summer ranges" Platt
(pers" comm.) also found this to be the case in the
populations of T. siz,taLis he studied"

In view of the work done with other snake populations,
it is surprising to find such long distances of dispersal
as an apparently normal life history feature" The areas
to ivhich these snakes disperse are large marsh belts
It is likely tha.t the partitioning of the rrecessary resources
"
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among

all the snakes from the fnwood dens requiles a very

large area" This also helps explain t.he large variation
ìn dìqncrsal distances fOund in this studr¡- Thara iq no
u uusJ

ô

¿r,¡u!ç

!J

obvious explanation, however, for the fact that the few
smalI marshes and ponds a short distance south of fnwood

to be virtually uninhabited by snakes, despite the
presence of the usual prey species (nigs" 7 and B).
seem

l-l- "

!'ood

Fitch (1965) summarized the literature on food
habits of T" siz.taLís u including his o\,vn and Carpenter's
(1952b) findingsu and concluded that the species was
relatively stable in its food habits throughout its range.
In most areas, either earthworms or frogs appear to be the
dominant food. items taken" Frogs are the most frequently
eaten food in the fnterlake" I did not find anv food
types that were not recorded in Fitch¡s sunìmary.
Figures 7 and B show that Rana sgLuatica is the
most frequent frog species found in stomachs" This species
is probably the most common of all the anurans found in
the rnterlake except for pseudaez,is tz.isey,íata" My data
indicate that T. sírtaLis in this area normally eats only
one prey item aL a time, multiple occurrences of a single
prey species and single occurrences of two or more prey
species being rare (Table I) "

5B

Most of the stomach examinations made in this study
produced no food" similar findings were obtained b1z

Carpenter (1952b) for three species of Thamnophti.s and
PLatt (L969) for two species of. Heterodon when they used

the palpat.ion method and by prestt (1971) for Vtpez,a
bev'us on the basis of post-mortem examinations. Like
carpenter, T feel that the palpation method of obtaining
stomach contents is an effective one and gives reliable
"
complete results.
significant feeding seems to occur only during the
months of June, Ju1y, and August (fig" 9) " During this
time, the snakes are either in their summer habitat or
moving between hibernacul-a and sulnmer areas. Feeding

is most intense in earllz t.o mid- sunìmer. This is not
surprising si-nce the snakes are in near starvation condition
followìrg spring emergience (aleksiuk and stewa.rt , LgTL)
and may have spent as much as 35 days or more at the
den in frantic mating activity prior to dispersing (Gregory,

1971). of the usual prey items taken, only pseud.acy,is
has been seen near any den and no feeding occurs at dens
The five snakes found at den one with food in their stomachs
\,vere armost certaídy recent arrivals just completing their
fal-l migration.
"

Gravid femal-es apparently feed very little,

ât least
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during late gestation" This may beo as Vols/e (1944)
suggests for Vipez,a berus in Denmark, because the added
bulk of the developing embrvos reduces their ability
to catch prey" It might, ho\úever, be simply due to a
lack of internal space since the ernbryos take up almost

the entíre bod.y cavity in females that I have examined
in late stages of gestation. In any casen the abdominal
fat body appears to fu1fill the function of food supply
in gravid and other non-feeding Vipera bez,us in England
(Prestt , L971-) and T have found that the fat bodies of
gravid 7. s¿z.taLis from my study area are almost completely
reduced during gestation. Prestt. (1971) also showed
that gravid Vipera bez,us do not feed at all during gestation,
but actively feed after parturition in the vicinity of
their hibernacula. At least some fem.ale T. siz,taLi,s in
mli study area must feed following parturition since postpartum females with partially developed and large fat
bodies were found in fall L972"

OU

GROWTH

Previous growth studies of T. siy,talis (Carpenter,
L952a¡ Fitch, l-965¡ Platt, L970) have shown that females
grow faster than males and that great individual

variation

exists in growth rates " rn both sexes, the rate of growth
d.ecreases with age " My data are in agfreement with this
and indicate that females are more variable than males

(nis"

1o)"

It is difficult to compare the growth of adult
T. siy,taLis from the Interlake of Manitoba with that of
adults from other part.s of the range because of the
scarcity of formal gror^lth a_nalyses in the literature"
Fitch (1965) has described the growth of the species in
Kansas, based to a large extent on reratively short-Lerm
recaptures " His description of populations inhalciting the
university of Kansas Natural History Reservation seems to
suggest annual growth rates similar to those shown by
adult snakes in my study. Carpenter¡s (1952a) scatLer
plot data for T. siz,taLis in Michiqan also agiree with
my results in terms of annual gror,vth, but his growth
curves are not in agreemenL since they indicate a much
slorver rate of growth" The reasons for this apparent
conflict in carpenter¡s paper are not clear" platt (1970)
obtained annual grolnrth rates for T. siTtaLis in Kansas
r,vhich are higher than any reported. elser¡¡here.
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Growth in 7. si,y,talt,s appears to be subject to

much

variation"

Tn this study, grrowth rates of the ma1es,
and presumably of the females, were somewhat different in

every year. Both Fitch (f965) and platt (1970) found
that growth rates \¡/êr€ greater in higher rainfall years

r

presumably because of the beneficial effects on the amphibian

populations preyed upon by the snakes. rn the rnterlake
region, rainfall was not notably different in any of the
years of the study" Although other factors malz have
been important, the reasons for these different qrowth rates
are not obvious.
In a símil-ar veino Fitch (1965) found a two-fold
difference in gror,vth rates between individuars in tv¡o
popurations of T. si.z,taLí,s in separate rocalities in Kansas"

This difference appeared to be related to food supply"
obviously, the potential for a great deal of varíation
exists and it is possible that ?" siz,taLis in Manitoba
might be able to grovú as much in the three months it has
available for major groi,rith as do populations in, for
example, Michigan, in five months (Carpenter, Lg52a)"
Attempts to compare growth rates of this species in r,videly
separated geographic localities are probabllz futile unless
detailed information on the factors affectinq q.rowth in
the different areas is availa.ble"

o¿

Growth rates of subadult snakes in the populations

under studlz are also difficult

to assess because little
is knoi,vn about this stage of life. ft is not even known
how long an active feeding season they have available for
growth. It appears however, that t.hey are at least capable
of groi,ving from an averagie size of about 154 mm. S-V
length at birth to 200 300 mm" by May of the following
year (Gregory, I97I)
By the end of their first full surnmer of growth,
young males and females reach sizes roughly equivalent to
those of the smallest denning snakes. Females again appear
to show the greatest variabilitlz" These sizes are
regularly achieved by second.-year snakes, ât least in the
maleso (Figs. L2 and 13) and. are similar to those described
for snakes entering their second winter by Carpenter
(r952a) and Fitch (L965) , but smaller than those in pratt¡s
"

(L970) studv.

bJ

C"

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

i"

Structure and Numbers
single-species aggregations of denning snakes of
the large sizes cited in this study have not been reported
elsewhere. Although some authors believe that all or
most estimators (and their variances) based on marr<recapture methods are open to question (Manly, rgTr¡

Eisenberg, L972; Roff o !g73ao 7g73b) o the resur-t.s of
Carothers (L973) suggest that the Jolly (1965) model

gives fairly accurate estimates, particularly at high
sampling intensities.
I agree wíth Eisenbergus (l-g72)
assertion that adherence Èo the assumptions of the model
is too often overlooked in studies of this type, but f
feel that due attention was paid to them in this study
and that they \,vere met adequately" Roff (I973b) even
doubts the validity of the statístical tests available for
assessing the assumptions " rt would seem, nevertheless,
on the basis of the sample sizes obt.ained and the degree
of accuracy attained by carothers (Lg73) , that the resul_ts
obtained in this study are rearistic and are certainly
indicat.ors of at. least relative population sízes. The good
agreement obtained between the Jolly and petersen estimates
is not surprising since the former is simply an extension
of the latter and high correlation of the two is to be
expected"
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Lit.tle information concerning size structures of
denning populations of. T. siy,taLis is available in the
literature, The size-frequenclz distributions shown by
Fitch (1965) are simj-lar to mine (Figs. 12 and 13) o espe*
cia"lly for the males. The second-year snakes are particularly
arikeo although a large variance is probably attached to
the female sizes in my study than in Fitch's" The degree
of overlap of size groups is so great that it is impossible
for me to determine how many age groups of each sex exist.
Presumably at lea-st four are presentu since individuals
of both sexes have been found aL dens three years after
ori-ginal marking" Fitch feels that females mav live Eo
seven years or more in Kansas
In contrast to the situation in the Interlake, large
dens in Riding Mountain National park in Ma-nitoba and in
saskatchewan (cook, pers. comm") arso contain juvenile
snakes" Among other species of snakes, both volsle (7944)
and Prestt (l-97L) found young Vipera berus hibernating
itzith adults, but Parker and Brown (pers. cormn" ) felt that
young of three species in ut.ah generally denned el-sewhere
in their first few years. other authors do not specifically
consider this question"
The sex ratios of the adutt populations in this study,
assuming that all adults den at the large communal- hibernacula,
are heavily biased towards maLes" platt (1970) atso found
"
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an excess of male T. siz,taLt,s in his study" Fitch (1965)
found the opposite to be the case in Kansas and carpenteru
(1952b) population estimates also indicated that femat-es
may be more numerous than males" The approximately 1:1

sex ratio at birth obtained for the snakes in my study is
in general agreement with Carpenter (1952b), Martof (1954)
and Fitch (1965), a-lthough all

found a slight excess of
males. Platt (L970J , however, found that the primary
sex ratio of the T " sirtaLis populations he studied was

heavily biased in favour of males" The reduction of the
rerative number of females from l-:1 in the rnterlake
population estimates is probably due to differential
juvenile mortality and/or catchability of the two sexes.
An

add.ed.

cause of mortality for older females may be that

gravid females tend to bask more than other snakes.
This heavy depend.ence on radiant energy (Vincent , L}TI)
for maintaining body temperatures and presumably optimal
conditions for development of young woul-d mal<e gravid
females more susceptible to predation"

ii " Populat.ion

Dynamics

characterist.ic of animals living in
areas of variable or unpredictable climat.e is variability
in population size (pjanka, Lg70) " The populations of
T" s¿z'taLis under study appear to be no exception. v,"ri:ile
One corTrmon
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good population size estimates with relatively

low variä.nces

were obtained only for males o it. seems certain that the
den one population dropped drastically from a high of

about 8,000 snakes in J-969-70 to about half that size
the follor,ving year and that, this lower level- uras maintained
in L97r-72" A swing back upward is indicaLed for Lg72-73,

but the accuracy of these estimates is poor.
The survivorship figures obtained from the Jo1ly
analysiso strictly speaking, represent probability of
survival on the study area. fn this instanceo however,
they are taken as being indicative of population survival
since den-fidelity appears to be the rule. Carothers
(L973) has shov¡n that the Jolly estimates of survival
rate are not l:iased by unequal catchability. The discussion
which folloivs is not dependent on equal survivorship of
males and females, which does not appear to be the case
anyway

"

The survivorship figures (rable II) are interesting

for ti,to ¡s."ons. Firsto overwinter survivorship is
relatively 1oiv, indicating significant loss of animals
during hibernation" Hawley (pers" comm.) found large
numbers of dead snakes below ground in a d.en at which
he was working at Narcisse, pianitoba in the spring of
1973. Many of these had apparently been frozen but most

ol

had their heads chewed off as if they had been at.tacked

by small- mammals " The winter of 1972-73 i,¡as one with lorn¡
snowfall and this lack of insulation might have accounted
for the snakes freezíng underground.. Hirth (I966) found
similar rates of overwinter mortality for three species
of snakes in Utah and Carpenter (l-952b) felt that the young
of three species of gart.er snakes in Michigan míght be
subject to high winter mortality" Carpenter in fact
recorded one def inite instance of r,vinter kill in ?. siy,taLis.
The second noteworthy point concerning the calculated
survivorship probabilities is that they are similar for
summer and winter and for both years" If anythingu
survivorship was slightly higher in the summer of LgTo
than in the surnrner of L97I" This suggests that the population
decline between 1969*70 and rgTo-71 r,vas not due to decreased
survivorship of adults pey se but to other causes
An examination of the size frequency data (nigs. 12
and 13) supports this idea. Tn all- instances except for
fal1 L970 and spring 197r, which represent the overwintering
season of first decline of the populationo the second year
snakes are the dominant. age group in each sex. This r-s
most clearly seen in the males. rn faIl rgTo and spring Ig7r,
this age group comprised a smal1 part of the population,
suggesting that the populat.ion decline might have been due
"
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to a reproductive failure in 1969, which is when these
animals would have been born. Lor¡r subsequent survival
of the young of that year might also account for the
decline.

rt has been pointed out that weather, through its
effects on populationsof prey animals, can greatly
influence the amount of food. snakes obtain and thereby
the amount of energy they have availabl_e for reproductive
purposes the followirg spring (platt, rgTo; parker and Browno
pers" comm") " lrÏinnipeg weather records for 1969 indicate

no abnormal amounts of rainfall or sunshine or exceptional
temperature deviations" fn L969u however, June was
except.ionally co1d" rn that montho maximum, minimum, and
mean temperatures \^/ere all below normal and on two days,
June 13 and 20, frost was recorded. rn addition to the
low June temperatures, July was cooler than usual.
Rainfall was high in both monthso resulting in further

cooling effects. Tt is likeIy that these weather conditions
had a profound influence on reproduction in that year" By
June' the snakes have generally all dispersed from their
hibernacula (Gregory, r97L) , ovulation should have occurred.
(Fig. :-'6) , and gravid females should. have been incubating
their broods" since gravid females spend much time baski_nq
in exposed areas, it is possible that the occurrence of
frost so late in June may have resulted in the deaths of
many gravid females, and. hence of unborn vounq.
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More likeIy,

horriever, is that development of young

was simply interfered with to the extent that total

reproduction in that year was Iow" Fitch (1960) found. that
gestation periods of Agkistv,odon aontoz.tz./æ were extended

in sunmers characterized by low temperatures and high cloud
cover. Branchard and Blanchard (1940) , Fox (1948) and zehr
"
(1962) have all shown that embryonic development in ?. sirtaLds
is retarded by lower temperatures. Foxrs work further
suggests that. development may be completely arresÈed under
cool conditions.
The generally poor summer of 1969 may also exprain the

failure of the den one population to rise again in LgTr-7z"
The second-year snakes recruited ínto the popuraLion in
that overwintering season v/ere products of the reproductive
activities of the 1969-70 den population. considering the
facts that this latter population was large and that the
summer of 1970 was not particularly harsh, it might have
been expected that reproduction would have been quite
successful in L970, resulting in a population increase in
the fall of r97L" rt is possible, howevero that the cool
conditions existing ín the early summer of Lg6g nright have
inhibited feeding of the snakes so much that the energiy
requirements for reproduct.ion the following year were not
completely fulfilled.
Reproduction in 1970 would therefore
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have been Lov¡ and the den population would have been maintained
aÈ a low level in I97L-72

"

A possible further test of the importance of weather

in affecting garter snake numbers might be performed by
monitoring the den one population for a few more years"
For example, late frost occurred in June of l-972 (fig" 5)
and. it may be that thís will have an effecL on the sizes
of denning populat.ions in I973-74 and,/or I974-75" Vüeather
in general in the summer of 1972 was not as poor as in
L969, hoftzevero and litt.le or no effect may be detectable.
Platt¡s (L970) conclusions that large changes in
population sizes of snakes, includLng T. siz,taLis, in Kansas
may be due mainly Lo changes in fecund.ity or survival of
young probably apply in the Interlake" Parker and Brown
(pers. comm. ) arrived at similar conclusions for CoLuber
in Utah" These workers felt that these parameters are
influenced by changes in population levels of prey species"
Platt in fact monitored the prey populations in addition
to the snake populations" The implication in these studies
is that weaLher is an ultimate factor in limiting snake
populations since it acts through the prey species" fn
the Interlake of Manitoba, weather may at least sometimes
act as a proximate limítíng factor in affecting fecundity
and hence snake r¡opulation levels.
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Obviouslyu weather is a significant factor in determining

the abundance of. T. sírtalis and thereby IimÍting its rangie.
For example, rainfall is very important in promoting the
production of large numbers of prey animals but too much
rain, because of the accompanying cloud cover and. cooling
effects, ffiây severely hinder reproduction of the snakes"
For maximum reproductive success in any given year, a balance
must be achieved between these two opposing needs" In
addition, food supply, through its dependence on weather,
might sometimes more directly affecL the survivorship of
already existíng snakes as is implied by Fitch (1965)
Än extremely dry year could leave the snakes with almost no
food and. cause them to suffer a high mortality. fn my
study area, weather itself, particularly temperature, may
occasionally play a significant role in directly affecting
survivorship of snakes " It ís probable that different
aspects of weather are important in limiting Z. sirtaLis
in different parts of its rang'e. Rainfall is likely mosL
important in the southwestern U"S"A" but temperature is
almost certainly the most critical factor in far northern
part.s of the range.
fn addit.ion to weatheru predation must a.lso be considered
as a significa-nt source of mortality"
Carpenter (I952b)
and Fitch (1965) have documented the important, predators
"
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on T. sív'taLis in their study areas. rn the rnterlake of
Manitoba, known predators on this species are crov¡s (Gregory,

r97r), owls (weselowski, pers. comm.), coyotes (pastuk"
pers" conm.) and skunks (penny, pers. comm.). Road_kills
also play a major role in annual mortarity in my study
area" on the basis of the available literature and personal
communications o

r find it most likely that ?. sírtaLis is
not a preferred food of any single predator species o but
an occasj_onal food of many.
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D"

REPRODUCTION

i"

Potential Fecundity

Bragdon (L952) has described the ovary of
T. siz'talis " fn snakes in g'eneral o the right ovary is
more anteriorly located than the left and is larger,

containing. more eggs (eetz o rg63a, 1963b) " The ovaries
of females that r have examined are similar to these
descrì-ptions. previous workers have generally also found

different size groups of ova in the ovaries (ciesrak,
L945; Bragdonu 1952; Tinkle u L962i Betz o Lg63b), each
presumably representing the potential for a different

breeding season.

ïn most reptiles, reproductive potentj_al varies
directly with the size of the female (Tinkle , Lg62).
The data obtained in this study reveal that this is aLso
true for T. siz'taLís in the rnterlake. Fitch (1965)
found similar results for the same species in Kansas, but the
correlation did not appear to be as high. vfhereas my data
show a linear increase in fecundity with increasing body
size, Fitch found a levelling off at an age of about four
years and. perhaps even a decline in very old snakes. rt
also seems that the reproduct.ive potenÈial is higher at
any given body size for rnterlake than for Kansas T. sixtalis.
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rt should be noted, ho\,veveru tha.t Fitch's data Ì^zere obtained
by palpation of gravid females in suiltmer, and mine by dissection
of unovulated females in spring. Arso¿ ily samples may not
have included individuals as old as Fítch!s oldest femal_es"
My samples did, however, cover the sizes at which he detected
the Ievelling-off effect, indicating that the difference
between the two situations is probably real.
The method which r used may slightly overestÍmate

reproductive potential. r feelu ho\deveru that any
overestimate applied more or less equally to snakes in all
size groups and that the high correlat.ion observed between
reproductive potential and body size is rear" Tinkle et

aL (1970) described a similar situation in the !ízard,
uta stansbuz,iana, in which the correlation between clutch
size and body size was higher in northern than in southern
populations.

Carpenter (l-952b) and Fitch (1965) found that not atl
adult female T" sí,talis were gravid in any given year"

Fitch

that there was a positive correration between
age group and the proportion of gravid females in that age
group" These datau ho\,vever, were from snakes captured in
the summer. platt Ãg1O) fett that most adul_t females in
showed

the popul-at.i-ons he stud.ied were gravid in summero although
a smal-ler proportion may have reproduced in poor food years.
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In generalo both Platt and Fitch found that the youngest
reproductive females were second-year snakes ¿ as \^ras the
case in my study, although platt found that first-year
females ín his population of fast-growing snakes cou1d.
reproduce in good food years" My data (fable III) from
denning populations and dispersing snakes suggest that
females less than 400 mm. S-V length in spring are not
capable of reproduction, but that the percentage of reproductive
femal-es increases steadily in larger snakes" Above 500 Íür"¡
virtually all femares appear to be potentially reproductive"
Five of the six females in this size category that were not
reproductive had obviously borne young the previous year"
Carpenter (1952b) felt that most of the non-gravid
ad.ult females he caught had not, mat.ed. My work (fig" 15)
indicates that this may sometimes be the case as far as the
smallest potentially reproductive females are concerned.
The effect of reproductive maturity of females on mating
behaviour has not been studied extensively, but Hawley (pers"
comm" ) feels that 7" s¿y,taLis in the Interlake may selecL
for large size in their mates " This being the case o the
non-reproductive femaleso which are almost always small,
and the smallest potentially reproductive females may go
unmated" The status of the unmated but mature females
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caught away from dens in the early summer of lg72 is not
clear" It is possible that these snakes weïe early migrants
and, though immature at the time of dispersal, had develor¡ed

to an apparently reproductive condition by the time f
caught them"
The reason for the difference in reproductive potential
between 1972 and 1973 is unknown. Tt is possibly related

to differences ín food. supply or weather conditions of which
f am unaware.
ii.

of young
yolk deposition in mature eggs of T. síz,talds in
the rnterlake apparentry occurs following emergence and. prior
to ovulation" This is in agreement with Bragdon¡s (rgs2)
findings that mature ovocytes increase rapidly in volume
in spring before they ovulate. platt (I970) concluded that
the abdominal fat body was probably not an import.ant source
of nutríents in this development.
ovulation may occur anytime from mid-May on. Time of
ovulation undoubtedly has great bearing on time of birth
since this is when gesÈation presumably begins. The observation
that ovulated eggs may enter the oviduct on the opposite
side of the body has been made previously (Cieslak , L945;
Development

' I963ao 1963b). The difference between the number of
eggs in utez'o and the number of ovul-ation scars in the
Betz
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ovaries that was freguently detected in this studyo however,
seems to be unknown in the literature.
Betz (1963a, 1963b)
found that yolk masses sometimes undergo resorpLion i.n
utez'o in Natz'i,æ" ïlhi1e this may have accounted for some
of the differences observed, it is also possible that some
eggs may simply have failed to reach the oviduct upon

ovulatíon" other sources of loss during embryonic development
are well--known. ovulated eggs may fail to be fertilized
(Fitch, 1965) or otherwise fail to d.evelop (ciesIak, Lg45)
embryos may develop abnormally and die (Martof u L954¡
Befz, 1963b) or be aborted (Fitch u A963) , or even apparently
normal young may be stillborn (fitcfr, 1965). Dead young
are even sometimes reLained in the body following parturition
(Betz, 1963a) " observations similar to these were made
in this stud.y but it was my impression that loss of eggs
upon ovulation, abnormal d.evelopment, and. stillbirths
ldere most important. The sígnificance of this rather high
rate of loss is not known although it tended to be greatest
in the smallest snakes (rig" 17). perhaps small females
are sometimes unable to build up sufficient energ.y reserves
to enable them to produce complete litters and meet their
apparent reproductive potential.
Birth in the populations of T" siz,taLis under study
o

may occur anytime from

the end of July until the end of
september. As previously noted, most of these births were
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observed in captive females " The later births reported here
may be unnatural since many authors have expressed the opinion

that captive female snakes may show a retarded gestation.
Any retardation in this case, however, was probably not
due to the fact that tle females were not fed in the later
stages of gestation since I have shown that they eat very
little at this time anyway (fig. 9) " It also seems 1ike1y
that at l-east some female snakes might give birth later in
the year because of the variation in timing of activities
at different dens" Emergence and dispersal times may vary
by as much as a month in my study area" Some dens are not
empty until mid- to late June and females from such
hibernacula presumably give birth much later than do others.
Date of birth probably depends on a multitude of factors
incLuding d.ate of spring emergence and dispersal, date of
ovulation, and weather, especially temperature and incoming
radiant energy"
The degieneration of the ovulation scars by the time
of birth, âs noted in this studyo is in sharp contrast to
the findings of Cieslak (1945) and Bragdon (L952) " These
authors felt. that these scars did not reqress markedlv
until after gestation was Lerminated"
The averase litter

size obtained. in this studv does not

t^

tv

differ significantly from those observed by Carpenter
(1952b) , Ze]nr (L962) , Fitch (1965) , and. platt (1970)
Average number of live young \^ias not calculated because
j-t was not known to what extent the captive conditions
might have been responsible for stil-l-births" The
comparison of the regiression of brood. size on female body
síze with that predicting litter sizes for spring females
(fig" 1BA) indicates that the method used for calculating
potential fecund.ity t.ended to overestimate " That is, the
amount of annual growth predicted from this figure for
females bearing specific numbers of young is much greater
than that obtained from the formal growth analysis" The
variance about the upper of these two lines has not been
calculated. but is undoubtedly very great. Average size of
the newborn young recorded in this study was somewhat smaller
than the figures obtained b1z Carpenter (1952b) , Fitch (1965),
and Platt (I970), but larger than those reported by Martof
"

(le54).

iii"

Reproductive Cycles
The occurrence of a biennial reproductive cycle in

females has been reported for several species of viperid
snakesu although it is by no means a univeral phenomenon

and its significance is not always c1ear. Tinkle (1962)

has reviewed the literature on reproductive cvcles for

BO

viperids as has Prestt (I97L) more recently for Vipena
berus. St" Girons (L957 ) concluded, for Vipera aspis,
that longer reproductive cycles occur in colder climates
because of the short amount of time available for
accumulation of energy reserves.
While biennial reproductive cycles have not been previously
reported for T " siz,taLis , females of this species in the
Interl-ake of Manitoba might be expected. to be subject. to
such a cycle in response to the short growing season.
Although it has already been shown that some potentially
reproductive females may go unmated each year" it appears
that most denning females above 500 mm" S-V length are in
reproductive condition" This is in contrast to the findings
of Rahn (1942) , Tinkle (L962) , and prestt (1971) " On the
basis of presence or absence of ovulation scars, size of
ovarian follicles, and size of fat body, these authors found
that denning nopulations of their respective species could
be separated into tr¿o classes of adult females: reproductive
and non-reproductive" The ratio was not 1:1 in each case,
but it. was clear that. a biennial- cycle was involved in each
case" Prestt. (l-97L) obtained. other evidence, including
yearly records of individual females.
Tn this studyo obvious post-partum females were
occasionally found at dens" Most of these (62.52) were
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definitely not in reproductive condition as evidenced by the
condition of the fat body and sizes of eggs in the ovaries,
while the remainder were. It is obviousu therefore' that
females are sometimes incapable of breeding in successive
years" Whether or not they are may depend on how early
in the sunrmer they bear young and the availability of food
to them af ter this time " Both of these, in turn r IrlâY depend
heavily on weather" The small number of obviously postpartum females found at dens may indicate that most females
are capable of regaining reproductive condition to the
point. where they can no longer be recognized as post-partum
or that they simply do not return to the dens after giving
birth. Tn the latter case, females that have given birth
late in the suilìmer may feed so long that they simply do
not have time to return. Perhaps as a result of this they
die from exposure in the fal-l or they find other hibernating
sites such as might be used by the young-of-year" T have
not found hibernacula of the young in the Int.erlake" These
resulLs are therefore inconclusive"
The male reproduct,ive cycle is an annual one" This
is not surprising since males are not presented with the
energy problems that females are. Maximum testis development
occurs in mid-suntmer coj-nciding vrith the appearance of
mature sperm. The apparent abrupt rise in weight of tests/S-V
length of animal in early summer (rig. 19) is probably
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an artifact d.ue Lo the way in which samples from dens and

to be rapidly
evacuated from the testes and are present in the vas
deferens t.hroughout most of the year. Males are obviously
in reproductive condition before they enter hibernatíon in
fall. These results indicate a male reproductive cycle
compatible with the results of the more detailed studies of
Ihamnophís by Cieslak (L945) and Fox (1952, 1954)" They
also account for the occurrence of late suiltmer and fa1l
mating in these snakes o although its significance is not
clear (Aleksiuk and Gregoryu in preparation) "
The reason for the occurrence of non-motile sperm in
the reproductive tracts of males and in mated females in
the falI of L972 is also not cIear" No reference is made
to this phenomenon in the literature and it is possible that
these sperm could have been dead. On the other hand, such
sperm might overwinter in this condition and be capacitated
the following spring. Why some snakes should have living,
motile sperm and others living, non-motile sperm, is however,
unansv¡erable at present"
elsewhere were distributed."

Sperm appear
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F.

LIFE

HISTORY STRATEGY

Throughout the rangie of the specíes u population levels
of T. sirtaLís appear to be subject to considerable fluctuation.

It has usually been felt that such fluctuations occur in
response to variations in weather, either directly or
indirectly. rn the rnterlake of Manítoba, where the climate
is extreme and. highly variable, population fluctuations of
T. siv,taLis are particularly great and population declines
of as much as 503 have been observed to occur" Despite
this, the species is very abundant in the Interlake" even
during population lows u and is the most coiltmon of the four
snake species occurring there" Its abundance may be partly
explicable in terms of physiological adaptations to this
environment (aleksiuk, L970; Vincent" 1g7I; Hoskins and
Aleksiuk, I973a, J,973b), but Èhe ability to regain high
numbers following large-scale population decline involves
adaptations in the area of life history strategies" Because
of differences in environmental severity and stabilityo
and the resultant population effects, populations of T
sírtaLís in the Interlake and in more southerly regions
should exhibit important differences in lÍfe history"
The evolution of reproductive patterns in lizards has
been reviewed in detail by Tinkle (1969) and. Tinkle et aL
(1970). These authors found that lizard.s, both interspecifically
and intraspecificallyo could be grouped into two categories:
"
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1. early-maturing, short-lived, and highly fecund';
2" slow-maturing, long-lived, and less fecund" The latter
was felt to be characteristic of more temperate zone populations
because of the shorter growing season available" These
conclusions were reachedo howevern !'/it,hout reference to
during the growing season and
population response to it" In an animal population which
is subject to frequent fluctuat,ion, the ability to build
numbers back up again following a decline depends on the
attainment of a high intrinsi-c rate of population increase,
environmental instability

As Cole Q954) has pointed out ' one of the most
r----"
max
effective ways of doing this is to have first reproduction
at an early age. The distinctíon between these two possible
types of reproductive strategies, depending on whether
or not a populatíon is responding to a variable part of
the environment, has recently been demonstrated by the
\^rork of Tilley (1973). He found that populations of the
salamandero DesmognatVtus tocbrophae?/Ls' in fluctuat'ing
environments Showed an earlier agie of maturity than did

populations in more stable environments, even though they
were not widely separated geographically.
In this study, ?. siv'taLis were usually found to be
capable of reproduction by the second year of life, in
accordance with the findings of other authors (Carpenter,

8s

1952; Fitch, 1965; P1att,

" Although detailed reviews
of reproduction in snakes with respect to the evolution
of life hístory patterns have not been made, this appears
to represent early attainment of sexual maturity. In view
of the species'dramatic response to a highly variable
component of the environment, namely weather, it is not
surprising that this is a basic life history feature
throughout the range of the species.
The particular problem facing 7. sirtaLis in the
Interlakeo however, is that the growing season is much
shorter than it is further south. Adult garter snakes in
this area appear to spend only about three months actively
feeding and growing each year" This is in contrast to
the situation in Michigâtr¿ for example, where five months
are available (Carpenter" 1-952)" Platt (pers. comm") also
indicates a longer active season for his populations in
Kansas" Given that there is a minimum body size below rn¡hich
reproduction does not occur in females, the growth of first
year female T. s¿rtaLis in the Interlake must somehow
compensate for this shortened season if reprod.uction is to
normally occur in the second year of life" Growth of adult
females is less important because these animals are already
mature and have presumably made their major contribution
to population increase. How this large amount of growth
of juveniles is accomplished in the Interlake is unknown
J-970)
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since the young are rarely found"
once adult size and sexual maturity are attained, the
Interlake populations are stil1 faced with a much more variable
environment than are more southerly populations and are
consequently more susceptible to large fluctuations in
numbers. They are apparently able to compensate for this
and achieve a greater rate of increase than these other

populations by maximízing reproductive output in two different
ways. The first of these concerns reproductive potential"
Females in the Interlake populations r particularly

the

larger individuals o apparently have a higher reproductive
potential than do females in Kansas" Although little
difference in average litter sizes of the Interlake and
Kansas populatiolls \^Ias found in this study, it is not known
how potential and actual fecundity are related. It is
possible that in some years much more of the existing
potent.ial might be realized. Increased litter size, in
addition to early age of maturity, would be a significant
factor in the attainment of a high t*-*"
The second means of maximLzing reproductive output
may simply be an apportioning Òf more of the annual energy
The
resources to reproduction than to other activities.
habit of communal denning in this species may well have
evolved as a means of accomplishing this " T, sirtq'Lis
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is known Lo overwinter in large numbers ín other parts
of its range, but the habit is by no means universal.
For exampleu Platt (pers. comm") has never been able to find
large aggregations of hibernating snakes in his study area"
In Manitobau communal denning is parLicularly well-developed
and 7. siy,taL¿s is the only snake species in the province
known to overwinter in such large numbers. While this
type of behaviour may be partly governed by the availability
of suitable hibernacula, some apparently useable sinks seem
to be unutilized in most years- Communal denning may
therefore be important in ensuring that the entire breeding
population is together in one place during the mating períod.
This hypothesis is strengthened when one examines the
details of spring emergence in these snakes. The real
benefit of communal denning may be conferred by the d.ifferential
behaviour of the two sexes at this time of year" In an
earlier study (Gregory, I97L) , I presented evidence that
male snakes emerge from the dens in large numbers early in
spring and. that females emerge a few at a time throughout
the entire spring period of about one and a half months"
Upon emergiencer female snakes are immediately attacked by
large numbers of males and mated" After this, the females
leave the den, presumably for their summer habitat, while
the males remain in the vicinity of the hibernaculum to
mate with more emerging females" This would appear to
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represent a highly effective mating system, with very

litt1e likelihood that. many mature females will go unmated"
The ability of large numbers of males to increase mat.ing
effectiveness has not been tested to mlz knowledge, however"
This system has the added advantage that the actual
producers in the populationu the mature females, spend a
minimum of time in an active, non-feeding state at the
den and more time in feeding and incubating their broods.
As a result of this, the growing season for females
part.icularly the early emerg:ers ¡ frây well be more than
three months" The bulk of the population which stays at
the den for any length of time is male and therefore
somewhat more expendable, especially since they are
already in surplus. The staggering of emergience times
of the female populaÈiono despite the apparent advantages
of early dispersal, may also provide for at least partial
reproductive success even in the event of a severe cold
snap early in the spring. If all the females dispersed early,
such a cold period could entirely eliminate reproduction in
that year, but the reserve of later emergents may partially
compensate for this potential source of loss"
There is possibly an alternative explanation of the
differential activity patterns of the two sexes in spring.
It may be that the two sexes themselves are following
o
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different life history strategies related to their different
roles in propagation and population increase" FemaLes
may risk exposure t.o cold snaps in early spring in order
to prolong their season of activity and improve their
chances of satisfying their annual feeding requirements
and successfully reproducing. Ma1es, oh the other hando
d.o not have energy requirements as great as the mature
females and might be sacrificing part of their available
feeding season in favour of remaining longer in the
shelter of the den area. Whatever the explanation of this
pattern of spríng emergience, it has not been reported
elsewhere for T " sírtaLi.s
Evidentlyo on a population basis, it is ad.vantageous
to have all the adult members of the species overwinter in
large communal groups, despite the fact that this behaviour
necessitates a long return migration to the surtmer feeding
areas and markedly reduces the amount of Lime available for
annual growth. There are no obvious sites suit,able for use
as hibernacula by large numbers of adult snakes in or near
the sunmer habitat in the fnterlake region. On the other hand,
there is no advantage accruing to the population in the
juvenile snakes hibernating in large numbers" It is in fact
probably advantageous for them to remain in the summer
habitat where they lvere born for their first wÍnter since
the energy expenditure of the long migration is eliminated"
"
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Being small, they are 1ike1y capable of using many small
denning sites which the adult.s would physically be unable

to use" Also, this behaviour may actually result in their
having a longer active season than the adults by allowing
them to feed late into their first fal1 of life and early
in their first spring and may at least partty account for
the rapid growth of the first-year snakes. snakes have
rarely been found in the vicinity of marshes in early springo
but most of these have been juveniles, lending support to
this idea. In any caseu it is obvious that there is a
developmental change in behaviour of the Interlake snakes
fts
between their first and second wint'ers of life.
significance is not known, especially since comrnunal dens
of T. si:r,taLis in ot,her parts of Manitoba include the
young-of-year. Perhaps the difference between these situations
is related solelv to the dístance between den and summer
habitat.
On the basis of this studyo it is obvious that such
differences as may exist among' life history strategies
of d.ifferenL populations of T. sirtaLis are not similar
to those described for lizards by Tinkle (1969) and Tinkle
et aL (1970)" T. sírtaLis appears to be so sensitive to
particularly unpredictable components of the environment
that it essentiallv resembles an u'r-selectedu' species

9I

(pianka, L970) throughout its rangie" Variable population
size, rapid development and early maturity, and high t*u.*
are all characteristic of such species" Shortening of
the available growth season may only serve to exaggerate
those characteristics which result in a high r*u.*" Although

this appears to be the case in the Interlake populations
of T. sirtaLì,s, the entire question of what factors affect
reprod.uctive strategies of animals in general and of snakes
in particular is in need of much further examination"
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L]TERATURE CTTED

Aleksiuko M"

" The effects of i.n uiuo 1iqht and
temperature acclimation on in uity,o responses
of heart rate to temperature in a cold-climate
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